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Measuring the Geometry of Propellers



Using a Pitch Gauge Tracing the Edges Slicing the Propeller Using Templates Comparison of Results The label on the blade of a DC-3 propeller lists the variable pitch range.



Using a Pitch Gauge



Commercial propeller measuring gauge.



Tracing the Edges



The propeller measuring gauge shown here, is a commercial product and has been sold by Prather Inc. some years ago. It is probably still sold, but I don't know the current distributor in the USA. The jig is specially designed for pitch measurements of propellers at different radial sections and the pitch can be read directly from its scales without further calculations. A drawback of the gauge is the fact, that the angle of the lower side of the section is measured, which is not exactly the aerodynamically relevant blade angle. If the relative thickness of all airfoil sections were the same along the radius and if all airfoils would have a flat lower side, then the error would simply be a constant offset from the nominal pitch angles. But the relative airfoil thickness and thus the camber varies from station to station which makes a propeller with an aerodynamically perfect constant pitch look like being incorrectly twisted when using this gauge. I would recommend to use it for quick checks of the global pitch only, but not for fine tuning of a propeller, if a specified pitch distribution is desired. The gauge is the only method, which can be used on the flying field for a quick comparison of different propellers.



A relatively simple way to get the propeller geometry with medium accuracy, is the non destructive tracing method. You attach the propeller to a block so that its axis is perpendicular to a flat table. Now you prepare some pieces of flexible cardboard, slightly longer than the propeller radius - you need three sheets. Then you use a water soluble felt tip pen and paint the leading edge of the propeller, quickly place a cardboard sheet vertical on the table and press it against the edge of the propeller, before the felt tip color has dried. Doing the same at the trailing edge leaves you with two traces on the cardboard. You should add markers to the boards to identify different radial sections. Finally you need a graph of the planform of the prop, which is easily created by holding the third cardboard sheet against the lower side and by tracing the outline of the blade on the board with a pencil. Add some markers for the same radial stations to this piece of art. Now you are ready for some simple trigonometric math (a programmable calculator comes in handy, but is not really necessary). It is recommended to make a small table with 5 columns for the chord length c, trailing edge height ht and the leading edge height hl, the trailing edge - leading edge difference dh and, the blade angle ß. For each radius station you · · The tracing method and it's tools. · · ·



measure the local chord length c from the planform graph, measure the distance between cardboard edge and leading edge trace (the height of the leading edge trace above ground) hl, measure the height of the trailing edge trace above ground ht, calculate the difference dh = hl - ht and, calculate the blade angle ß = arcsin(dh/c) (arcsin is the inverse sine function).



The trace of the trailing edge corresponds very precisely to the end of the airfoils x-axis, but the plot at the leading edge is slightly off (due to the leading edge radius of the airfoil). Theoretically the error depends on the leading edge radius and should be small - typically between 1 and 4 degrees. Remark: If you own a scanner or a digital camera, you can use my PropellerScanner tool, which takes two views of a propeller and tries to figure out the geometry from these images.



Slicing the Propeller



Unfortunately an almost perfect method to measure the geometry of a propeller is destructive. The method is very simple: beginning at the tip, we cut a sample propeller at the radial station of interest, paint the cut white (for a carbon fiber prop) and take a photograph, including a pin in the axis of the propeller. A paper print or a slide can be used to measure the blade angle ß with respect to the axis as well as the airfoil shape or at least the maximum thickness and the camber. In fact it is even possible to get the airfoil coordinates quite accurately from such a A photograph of a cut through a 3 bladed photograph by scanning the image into a computer and propeller for F3A models (1985). redrawing the shape with spline curves.



Using Templates



A propeller blade for an ultra-light airplane and the matching set of templates.



This method is very similar to the slicing method, but instead of cutting the propeller into pieces, small, flat templates are used, which are attached to the waxed surface of the propeller using quick setting polyester putty. These templates can then be photographed and dealt with as with the slicing method. If you have a computer and a flatbed scanner, you can use it to scan the templates instead of using photographs. The templates are made from plywood and should resemble the propeller section closely, leaving a small gap of about 2 millimeters only, which will be closed by the filler. They are made in two parts, so that they can be separated into an upper and a lower segment - the lower part must fit flush to the table to have a reference for the blade angle. This method has also been successfully applied to analyze full scale propellers and is quite accurate.



Comparison of Results A comparison of tracing and slicing method shows, that the chord distribution can be measured quite accurately using the tracing method - the error is around 1 percent of the propeller radius. Close to the tip an extrapolation is recommended, if the tip has a rounded shape. It should not be forgotten, that the chord length can be measured very accurately with a conventional slide gauge. The error in the blade angle of the tracing method can be larger than theoretically expected. Close to the tip, the tracing method claims blade angles which are about 4



degrees below the results of the slicing method. Close to the hub of the propeller, the deviation may be as large as 8 degrees. taking the leading edge radius into account reduces the error by 1 to 2 degrees. The main source for the error is probably the accuracy of the height measurements hl and ht, which could be improved by more careful work. Due to the small dimensions, an error of 0.5 mm can result in an blade angle error of Comparison of the results obtained from the slicing and several degrees. from the tracing method.
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